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• Lists applications by product code, license type, description and file size. • Has a built-in paste function, where you can paste your activation code with a hotkey of your choice. • Has a built-in
save function, that will auto-protect your lists from being edited by third parties. • Has a built-in password function, that will protect your activation codes from being viewed by third parties. •
Can perform a remote installation • Can import list from AutoIt, without the need to install AutoIt. • Imports lists from several list file formats, including BXML, XML, CSV and XML. •
Allows users to add special codes (e.g. for Software Protection keys). • Requires WinXP or newer Nodus CD-Key Manager Serial Key is designed to help users in keeping all of their activation
codes in just one place. The program also features a built-in special paste function (customizable with its very own hotkey), that can be used to automatically insert the activation code of the
selected entry. Populating the list is done manually In essence, the program is an activation codes agenda, keeping track of all CD-Keys. The process is by no means automatic, and users need to
create the entries manually. On computers with tens of registered applications, the process can get quite tedious. In this sense, a nice feature would be if the utility would automatically fill the
list with all the installed software, from which users could then discard free or unwanted applications. Lists can be protected with a password Another interesting function of Nodus CD-Key
Manager is that it can save and password-protect the lists. Since registration information is sensible in nature, and the program essentially gathers all these codes in just one place, protecting the
user's work with a password is a necessity. A dedicated paste function Once the list has been populated, with a simple hotkey users can insert the product activation passkey of the selected entry.
By default, the hotkey does not overwrite the standard Ctrl + V paste combination or mechanics, which means the software does not interfere with clipboard operations. An overall interesting
utility, with space for improvement This program will greatly benefit users that have many registered applications and wish to keep all their codes in just one place. Casual users that do not have
this configuration, or that rely on freeware, can skip this software. Nodus CD-Key Manager is designed to help users in keeping all
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KEYMACRO is the award-winning automatic and computer keyboard macro recording and play-back utility.KEYMACRO enables you to record your frequently used keyboard commands and
assign them to hotkeys on your computer. After that, you can create an unlimited number of "virtual" hotkeys which you can execute at any time with just a click of the mouse. All that you have
to do is: - Install the KEYMACRO utility, and choose an account; - Start recording by pressing Alt + Insert; - Then click on one or more of the displayed hotkeys and set a new command; Finally, press the hotkey that you want to activate. The recording function of the program automatically saves all your commands (macros) to your computer, which you can execute in any order
you want with a single click. In addition to recording your commands, KEYMACRO allows you to save the configuration and save the entire system as well. For even more advanced use, it can
be configured to assign the keys of the standard Windows operating system to its own hotkeys.KEYMACRO is packed with many powerful features. It is possible to: - Start and stop recording; View and modify the recording; - Create, edit, delete, move or remove macros; - Change the hotkey for activating the macro; - Show the sequence of recorded macro, and optionally, the hotkey
assigned to it; - Lock the macro to prevent accidental changes; - Edit hotkeys of the OS by directly changing their properties; - Play back macros, replay macros, play the macro from the
beginning or the end; - Create a playlist from a macro and re-record it; - Set the recording of macro to automatically run when the computer is started up; - Record macros from the standard
Windows Start menu, and record the menus of other installed programs; - Record and play macros of other programs, including the Macros of other registered applications.KEYMACRO allows
the user to set hotkeys to all the most commonly used tasks. Besides that, the program is so intuitive that anyone can use it without any difficulties.KEYMACRO is easy to use: - Install the
program and create an account; - Start recording by pressing Alt + Insert; - Then click on one or more of the displayed hotkeys and set a new command; - Finally, press the hotkey that you want
to activate. KEYMACRO also offers an interactive editing 1d6a3396d6
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Nodus CD-Key Manager can help you create lists of all the activation codes of your applications. The tool allows you to create an unlimited number of lists, and keeps all the information
securely saved. With this you can have an organized database of your activation codes, so you won’t have to hunt down each time the file. Besides that, the program can populate its lists
automatically by scraping the Internet, so you don’t need to enter them manually. Of course, this tool is not free. Nodus CD-Key Manager: Nodus CD-Key Manager is an easy and intuitive
software designed to help you create lists of all the activation codes of your applications. The tool allows you to create an unlimited number of lists, and keeps all the information securely saved.
With this you can have an organized database of your activation codes, so you won’t have to hunt down each time the file. Besides that, the program can populate its lists automatically by
scraping the Internet, so you don’t need to enter them manually. Nodus CD-Key Manager: Nodus CD-Key Manager is an easy and intuitive software designed to help you create lists of all the
activation codes of your applications. The tool allows you to create an unlimited number of lists, and keeps all the information securely saved. With this you can have an organized database of
your activation codes, so you won’t have to hunt down each time the file. Besides that, the program can populate its lists automatically by scraping the Internet, so you don’t need to enter them
manually. Improvements: In essence, Nodus CD-Key Manager is designed to help users in keeping all of their activation codes in just one place. The program also features a built-in special
paste function (customizable with its very own hotkey), that can be used to automatically insert the activation code of the selected entry. In this sense, a nice feature would be if the utility would
automatically fill the list with all the installed software, from which users could then discard free or unwanted applications. Protect your lists with a password Another interesting function of
Nodus CD-Key Manager is that it can save and password-protect the lists. Since registration information is sensible in nature, and the program essentially gathers all these codes in just one
place, protecting the user's work with a password is a necessity. A dedicated paste function Once the list has been
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Nodus CD-Key Manager is designed to help users in keeping all of their activation codes in just one place. The program also features a built-in special paste function (customizable with its very
own hotkey), that can be used to automatically insert the activation code of the selected entry. Populating the list is done manually In essence, the program is an activation codes agenda, keeping
track of all CD-Keys. The process is by no means automatic, and users need to create the entries manually. On computers with tens of registered applications, the process can get quite tedious.
In this sense, a nice feature would be if the utility would automatically fill the list with all the installed software, from which users could then discard free or unwanted applications. Lists can be
protected with a password Another interesting function of Nodus CD-Key Manager is that it can save and password-protect the lists. Since registration information is sensible in nature, and the
program essentially gathers all these codes in just one place, protecting the user's work with a password is a necessity. A dedicated paste function Once the list has been populated, with a simple
hotkey users can insert the product activation passkey of the selected entry. By default, the hotkey does not overwrite the standard Ctrl + V paste combination or mechanics, which means the
software does not interfere with clipboard operations. An overall interesting utility, with space for improvement This program will greatly benefit users that have many registered applications
and wish to keep all their codes in just one place. Casual users that do not have this configuration, or that rely on freeware, can skip this software. Tired of the same boring and tedious task to
check your software license? NODS CD-Key Manager will help you to store and backup all your CD/DVD license key. It is designed to manage all your activation codes for all of your
applications as well as Windows operating systems.... iCRT Activator is a software solution to overcome all the time wasting problems and tedious tasks associated with the activation of the
iCRT software or firmware. Not only can it crack the activation code for your iCRT key, but it can also help you in activating hundreds of other softwares and... Qrius CD Key Generator is a
new and revolutionary program that generates and saves activation codes for the Xbox 360 and PS3. It will help you generate activation codes for the Xbox 360 and PS3, Xbox Live and PSN
Accounts, Xbox Live Beta Keys, as well as all other console and gaming systems activations.... Nodus is a CD/DVD audio manager for music lovers. Users can organize and download audio
CDs or burn discs of their own music. It includes a powerful media library for multimedia fans. Nodus lets users organize their music library, add photos, create playlists, build playlists and
more. With Nodus,
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System Requirements For Nodus CD-Key Manager:

Supported GPU: AMD Radeon™ (TM) Nvidia GeForce GeForce GTX GeForce GTX 670/680/700/760/785/870/880 (10xx series) GeForce GTX 750/760/770/780/790/800/820/870/880 (7xx
series) GeForce GTX 560/560 Ti (600/670/685 series) GeForce GTX 460/465/470/480/490/500/505/530/540/550/560/570/580
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